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Introduction 
With the release of DevOps Center, Salesforce has brought the potential of 

modern DevOps to Salesforce teams. It’s a powerful tool that promotes team 

collaboration, improves the change management process, and enhances velocity, 

making businesses more agile.

However, DevOps Center requires a new way of thinking and working for many 

Salesforce teams. That’s why we created this guide to answer all your questions. 

It will inform you about the what, why, and when of DevOps Center, as well as 

help you define your release pipeline and prepare your sandbox management 

strategy. In sections IV and V, project managers learn how to install DevOps 

Center and set up your workflow. Section VI is for the whole team and explains 

how to start work on your first project. In the setup and implementation sections, 

you’ll also find common issues and how to resolve them.

By following the instructions in Parts II - V of this guide, you can implement 

DevOps Center as smoothly and painlessly as possible.
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Part I: What Is Salesforce  
DevOps Center?
What Is DevOps Center?

DevOps Center is a new Salesforce application that is intended as the eventual 

replacement for change sets. Its improved experience around change and release 

management brings DevOps best practices to your development team, regardless of 

where they fall on the low-code to pro-code spectrum.

DevOps Center’s “clicks, not code” UI offers a user-friendly way to streamline 

release management while also integrating Salesforce extensions for VS Code and 

Salesforce DX. The end result? Enhanced collaboration between declarative and 

programmatic developers. 

All developers can work together to deliver value to the business in a repeatable 

and scalable way. This is true whether you build in Salesforce via point-and-click or 

write Apex code. 

DevOps Center allows you to choose whether to manage releases from its app, 

directly from the source control system, or a combination of the two. The game-

changer for Salesforce teams is that DevOps Center manages the source control 

branch so you can focus on development tasks.

Because all changes are captured in a source control system, you have a single 

source of truth for code and metadata. And with Prodly DevOps, you can use 

this single source of truth for data and configuration data, as well. This improves 

collaboration across all functions: release managers, admins, developers, QA, and 

other business stakeholders. 

DevOps Center is a completely different product from change sets, and it won’t 

interfere with the use of change sets. However, it’s important to note that eventually, 

Salesforce is likely to retire change sets altogether in favor of DevOps Center. 

What Does DevOps Center Include?

DevOps Center leverages several new and existing tools that facilitate DevOps best 

practices, including:

• Pipelines: The environments where you’ll perform the work and the paths you’ll 
use to promote changes to production.

• Projects: All the elements involved in rolling out new functionality to your users.

• Work items: The briefs with the changes you’ll make.

• Version control system (VCS) integration: A software tool that allows you to 
record and manage changes to code in a repository over time. Initially, DevOps 
Center supports GitHub. It will likely add more repository providers such as 
Bitbucket and GitLab soon after general availability. There are also rumors that it 
may support integrations with internal source repositories, as well.

• Source tracking: Source tracking automatically generates a list of metadata 
changes you make in a Developer or scratch org.
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• Scratch orgs: A scratch org is a disposable environment meant to be used once 
and then deleted. You can set up a scratch org specifically for a team, a project, 
or a task. Because you have to set up your required metadata settings, a scratch 
org gives you the ability to work with extreme precision and control.

Why Did Salesforce Create DevOps Center?

Salesforce created DevOps Center to bring DevOps modern best practices for 

release and change management to the entire Salesforce community, regardless of 

whether they’re declarative or programmatic users.

Thanks to the no-code UI, admins and other declarative users enjoy enhanced 

collaboration with programmatic developers while easily leveraging best practices 

for DevOps. This allows rapidly-expanding organizations to better govern release 

management while facilitating stakeholder participation. 

As a result, they can boost release velocity, simplify the change management 

process, and enhance the speed and quality of deployments without  

sacrificing trust.

A Timeline of Salesforce DevOps Center

Salesforce initiated work on DevOps Center in 2019. In September 2020, it launched 

a developer preview that allowed users to start with work items. They could also 

make changes in development environments, and identify and commit changes. 

In Spring 2021, the DevOps Center pilot began. This was a major step, because it 

provided declarative source control integration. It allowed users to test, review, and 

merge changes. In addition, it allowed users to deploy to UAT and production. 

The public beta started in June 2022 and added hybrid team flows and development 

environment synchronization. It allowed users to manually add any metadata, and it 

introduced a Never status for work items. It provided an activity history, work item list 

view sorting, and improved navigation through the application header. At this point, 

DevOps Center had achieved change set parity.

General availability is expected in Fall 2022, at which point DevOps Center will be a 

fully-functioning replacement for change sets. It will offer a comprehensive DevOps 

solution with source control and org-based development for hybrid teams.

Salesforce has hinted at several significant enhancements post-GA. Key tool 

integrations will include Agile Accelerator and Jira, as well as additional VCS 

providers and testing tools. CI/CD will enhance automation, and more developer use 

cases will be added including Code Builder integration and packaged-based flows. 

Approval processes will be added, and a Slack integration is expected. 
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Part II: Define Your Release Pipeline 
Before you can start work on your first project in DevOps Center, you need to define 

your release pipeline and which environments you’ll use for each stage. 

Your release pipeline defines the sequence of stages that work items progress 

through from development to production. Each stage corresponds to a branch in 

your source control repository and to an environment. You can’t modify the pipeline 

after promoting changes through it.

Salesforce strongly suggests that every developer, whether declarative or 

programmatic, has their own environment for the development stage. At a minimum, 

DevOps Center requires work to start in an org with source tracking enabled, 

meaning that you can use Developer Pro, Developer, or scratch orgs.

Use a Full Copy, Partial Copy, or DevPro sandbox for integration.

For UAT, use a Full or Partial Copy sandbox.

It’s advisable to use a Full Copy for staging, but you can use a Partial Copy if you 

don’t have one.

To determine which org to use for each stage, look at the chart below. Always start 

with the highest-level org you have. This is the org with the checkmark that’s furthest 

to the right on the chart. 

If you don’t have the type Salesforce recommends, go down one level. On the chart, 

move one box to the left.

DevOps Center requires a final release environment and at least one development 

environment. Salesforce recommends adding at least one testing stage.

DevOps provides a pipeline template that includes:

1. An integration stage after the development stage. Here, all the changes from the 

various development orgs are integrated and tested.

2. A staging phase that’s used for final validation before release to production.

3. You can also add more stages between integration and staging. Usually, a user 

acceptance testing (UAT) stage is added. This is where business stakeholders 

can perform testing.

You can configure your release pipeline according to your development and 

business processes, and pipelines can vary project to project.
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Part III: Prepare Your Sandboxes for 
DevOps Center
As the name implies, DevOps Center is all about promoting DevOp principles,  

which are:

• Ship often

• Ship small

• Build in isolated environments

• Automate deployments

As such, sandbox management is a critical foundational step in adopting  

DevOps Center. 

Sandbox management involves leveraging your available sandboxes and scratch 

orgs to give every admin or developer their own org with all the information they 

need to do their best work. This makes getting started on projects easier and 

reduces the overall cost of making changes to Salesforce. It drives all aspects of 

DevOps execution.

Enhance Sandbox Management With Automation and  

Sandbox Seeding

DevPro and Developer sandboxes come with metadata, but not with any 

configuration data or  production data for testing. And while you configure a scratch 

org to your own specifications when you create it, it doesn’t come with any  

data, either.

Creating orgs and populating them with record data takes time, so it’s advisable to 

automate the process. Using a tool like Prodly Sandbox Management, you can spin 

up environments with just one click… including scratch orgs. 

In addition, a feature like automated sandbox seeding lets you quickly and easily 

copy just the data you care about. This significantly accelerates your development 

process and ensures you have relevant test data to minimize integration  

failures downstream. 

Enable Source Tracking for Sandboxes

Salesforce DevOps Center provides source control that was previously only 

available in the Salesforce CLI. DevOps Center enables point-and-click users to 

track source changes between an org and the repo with a feature called source 

tracking. You have to enable Source Tracking for Sandboxes in all the orgs you use 

as development environments.

However, you may want to use an existing environment you previously created 

without enabling source tracking. You can do this by enabling source tracking in 

your production org and refreshing the environment you want to use. Note that once 

you’ve done this, it applies to any sandbox you create or refresh from this point on.
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How to Enable Source Tracking for Sandboxes

Here’s how to turn on source tracking:

1. In Setup, go to Dev Hub (available in Enterprise, Performance, and Unlimited 

Editions).

2. Choose “Enable Source Tracking in Developer and Developer Pro Sandboxes.”

3. Refresh your sandboxes.

Issue

If you refresh a sandbox used in an active DevOps Center project pipeline, source 

tracking is lost and DevOps Center can’t identify changed files.

Workaround

If you don’t have access to the Setup menu, ask your Salesforce admin for help.

1. From Setup, navigate to Named Credentials.

2. Click Edit next to the Named Credential record corresponding to the refreshed 

sandbox (development environment).
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3. Change the URL by appending a couple of random characters to the end of it, 

then click “Save.”

4. Back in DevOps Center, add the sandbox as if it were a new d 

evelopment environment.

5. Log in, and authorize the sandbox.

6. (Optional) Rename the “old” sandbox instance’s environment record to 

distinguish it as “deprecated”.

a.  Go to https://<domain>.lightning.force.com/lightning/o/sf_devops__

Environment__c/list?filterName=Recent

b. Create a new list view.

c.  From the dropdown menu next to the “old” sandbox’s environment record, 

select Edit.

d.  Change the name to something like: Dev Sandbox deprecated, then  

click “Save.”

Create Rich Developer Environments

DevOps Center makes it easy to use lower-level environments for development. 

To help minimize bugs and rework, your Developer Pro, Developer, and scratch 

orgs should look like mini-versions of your production org. They should contain the 

relevant metadata and app configuration data, as well as a standard set of test data. 

Prodly Sandbox Management offers a sandbox seeding wizard that lets you quickly 

and easily seed data to up to five orgs in one go. This greatly facilitates the creation 

of rich developer environments from lower-level orgs.

How to Create a Scratch Org
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There are two ways to create a scratch org.

Programmatic developers can do this in five steps:

1. Install the Salesforce DX plugin.

2. Authorize DevHub.

3. Create a scratch org shape or an org definition file.

4. Set up your DX project.

5. Run the “Create” command.

Here’s a link to more guidance on creating a scratch org.

Declarative users can use a tool like Prodly Sandbox Management:

1. Click “Create Scratch Org.”

2. Choose from which org you want to copy your metadata and data.

3. Choose the org shape.

4. Choose the org duration.

5. Click “Create Scratch Org”

Add Team Members to the Relevant Environments

As you set up each org, add the team members who’ll be working in it as users.

Update the IP Allow List in Your Security Settings

If your environment has enhanced security controls, or if you have VPN services in 

place controlling data routing, you may have to allow the following IP addresses:

• 52.43.33.118

• 44.230.180.227

• 44.225.154.211

• 100.21.209.24
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Part IV: Install Salesforce  
DevOps Center 
Salesforce DevOps Center is delivered as a managed package that you can install in 

production org via Setup. DevOps Center is not supported in sandboxes. Salesforce 

recommends installing in a Developer edition org or scratch org for testing before 

enabling in production.

How to Install the DevOps Center Package

To install DevOps Center in your Salesforce org, you need a production org with 

Professional, Enterprise, or Unlimited edition, or a new Developer edition org (or 

created after summer 2022):

1. In Setup, navigate to DevOps Center.

2. Click the toggle to enable DevOps Center.

3. Click “Install Package.” 

4. Follow the instructions to install DevOps Center.

5. Select Install for Admins Only or Install for All Users.
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6. Approve third-party access to login.salesforce.com and test.salesforce.com.

7. Click “Done.”

You’ll receive a confirmation email when the installation is complete. 

When in doubt, confirm the installation on the Installed Packages Setup page. 

Troubleshooting

You might get an error message when trying to install DevOps Center in a 

Professional Edition org. An unforeseen issue occurs when the post-installation 

script runs.

Currently, there’s no workaround for this issue. However, you can install DevOps 

Center in another supported org edition, like Developer Edition. Salesforce plans to 

fix this issue in a near-future release.
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Troubleshooting:

When installing the DevOps Center managed package, you might get the following 

error message:

“Package Installation Failed - The post install script failed.”

Issue

During package installation, DevOps Center’s post-installation Apex script is 

attempting to create a new permission set for users who can manage environments. 

This permission set is named sf_devops_InitializeEnvironments and is setting the 

following permissions:

*  Modify Metadata Through Metadata API Functions (required for DevOps 

Center’s use cases)

*  View Setup and Configuration (required by Modify Metadata Through 

Metadata API Functions)

*  View Roles and Role Hierarchy (required by Modify Metadata Through 

Metadata API Functions) 

* Customize Application (required for DevOps Center’s use cases)

* Manage Custom Permissions (required by Customize Application) 

If your org has Enterprise Territory Management enabled, there’s another 

dependency for Customize Application:

*  Modify Metadata Through Metadata API Functions (required for DevOps 

Center’s use cases)

*  View Setup and Configuration (required by Modify Metadata Through 

Metadata API Functions)

*  View Roles and Role Hierarchy (required by Modify Metadata Through 

Metadata API Functions)

* Customize Application (required for DevOps Center’s use cases)

* Manage Custom Permissions (required by Customize Application)

* Manage Territories (required by Customize Application)

In this case, DevOps Center’s package installation post-install script fails, because 

the script doesn’t include the Manage Territories permission.

Workaround

Create the permission set manually via the Setup UI, and then install the DevOps 

Center package again. This fix should resolve the issue, because DevOps Center’s 

post-install script first checks for the presence of the permission set (so that it 

doesn’t fail again during re-installation scenarios), and doesn’t attempt to create the 

permission set if it already exists in the org. The permission set details are:

* API Name: sf_devops_InitializeEnvironments

* Label: sf_devops_InitializeEnvironments

*  Description: Allows managers of the DevOps Center to manage connections 

to development environments. This requires the Modify Metadata Through 

Metadata API Functions and Customize Application permissions.

* Permissions:

     *  Modify Metadata Through Metadata API Functions (and its  

dependent permissions)

     * Customize Application (and its dependent permissions)
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How to Create the Connected App

To gain access to DevOps Center in the App Launcher, create the connected 

app. It will appear in users’ App Launcher when they’re assigned the appropriate 

permission sets.

1. From Setup, navigate to App Manager. 

2. Click “New Connected App.”

3. In Basic Information, fill out the following fields:

a.  Connected App Name: DevOps Center

b.  API Name: DevOps_Center

c.  Contact Email: support@salesforce.com

d.  Logo Image URL: https://tinyurl.com/doc-icon

e.  Description: Manage your development and release processes
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4. In Web App Settings, enter /sf_devops/DevOpsCenter.app as the Start URL.

5. Click “Save.”

6. In the Permissions Sets section, click “Manage Permission Sets.” If you’re 

viewing DevOps Center in the “Manage Connected Apps” page, click “Manage” 

to reach this page.

7. Select sf_devops_NamedCredentials, then click “Save.”

8. In Permissions Sets, you’ll now see sf_devops_NamedCredentials as an 

enabled permission set.
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Add Users to the DevOps Center Org

If there are team members who aren’t yet users in the DevOps Center org, add 

them. Each team member must have the appropriate license and profile based on 

their role: 

Role License License

Project Manager

Release Manager

Anyone who adds and manages 

environments in DevOps Center

Salesforce Standard Order

Team members Salesforce Limited Access - Free Limited Access User

These licenses and profiles are the minimum for each type of user. You can also 

provide team members with a more fully featured license or profile if needed.

If your company doesn’t want to provide developers access to your production org, 

the Salesforce Limited Access - Free license only allows access to specific features 

or apps. Users with this license cannot make changes of any kind in production. 

If you need to provide a user with more access, you can upgrade the license to a 

standard Salesforce license at any time.

Here’s how to add users to the org:

1. Log into the DevOps Center org.

2. From Setup, search for “Users” and select it.

3. Click “New User” or “Add Multiple Users.”

4. Select the appropriate license type and profile for each user based on their role.

5. Select “Generate passwords and notify user via email.”

6. Click “Save.”

Your team members will receive an email inviting them to use the org, but since 

you’re still setting up DevOps Center, they can’t do anything in it. It’s advisable to ask 

your team to wait until you’ve completed the setup before they log in. 

Assign the DevOps Center Permission Sets Appropriately

When working on a Salesforce project, you’ll need a team consisting of a variety of 

roles. Salesforce recommends the following team roles:

• Team manager/Project manager

• Org admin

• Admin/Declarative developer

• Pro-code developer

• Release manager

• Environments manager

• Quality assurance specialist

• Business Owner
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Depending on their role, each team member needs their own specific permission 

sets. When assigning permission sets, consider who only needs access to work 

items and who needs to change project-level settings. 

DevOps Center Permission Sets

Permission Set Name Description Who to Assign 
to

Description This is the base permission set for DevOps Center 

that provides the permissions and data access 

users need to manage customizations for work 

items. 

Users with this permission set have the ability to 

view all connected environments and pipelines.

This permission set doesn’t overlap with the 

DevOps Center Manager permission set.

Assign to all 

DevOps Center 

users, including 

team members 

who have 

the DevOps 

Center Manager 

permission set.

DevOps Center Manager This permission set provides the permissions 

and data access users need to set up projects, 

environments, and users.

Assign to team 

or project 

managers.

DevOps Center Release 

Manager

This permission set provides permissions to 

promote changes through the pipeline.

Assign to the 

release manager.

sf_devops_

InitializeEnvironments

This permission set allows managers of DevOps 

Center projects to manage the connections 

to work environments. It includes the Modify 

Metadata Through Metadata API Functions and 

Customize Application user permissions that allow 

the manager to create NamedCredential records.

Assign to team 

or project 

managers.

sf_devops_NamedCredentials This permission set grants access to the named 

credentials users need to authenticate to 

environments. It’s automatically created and 

maintained by DevOps Center.

Assign to all 

DevOps Center 

users.

Assign the DevOps Center and sf_devops_NamedCredentials permission sets  

to all users.

Assign the DevOps Center Manager permission sets to users who’ll be configuring 

projects and building pipelines. Assign the DevOps Center Release Manager 

permission sets to anyone who will be promoting changes through the  

release pipeline.
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Create a GitHub Account

Every DevOps Center project needs its own version control repository, or repo for 

short, to store project work files and changes. During the project, the repository is 

your team’s centralized source of truth to manage changes. 

For the public beta, DevOps Center only integrates with GitHub as a version control 

system. After GA, Salesforce plans to add other third-party source control systems, 

including GitLab and Bitbucket.

Everyone working on the project needs their own GitHub-hosted, cloud-based 

GitHub.com account. You can sign up for one here. 
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Part V: Set Up Your First DevOps Project 
Because you’re the admin of the DevOps Center org, you’re in charge of adding 

users, setting up projects, adding environments, configuring the pipeline, and 

creating work items.

The setup workflow is as follows:

Create sandboxes and project repository >  

Open DevOps Center >  

Create a new project and connect to repository >  

Connect to the final release environment >  

Add the other environments needed for the project >  

Configure the pipeline >  

Add users to the repository >  

Add users to the DevOps Center org >  

Assign permission sets to the users >  

Create and assign work items >  

Bring team members into the DevOps Center org

Before You Begin: Assets You Need

Before they begin cooking, professional chefs prepare all the ingredients they need 

for their recipe. Similarly, you need to prepare your repositories and environments. 

Ways to Create GitHub Project Repositories

A DevOps Center project repository should always contain a Salesforce DX project. 

There are three ways to create a DevOps Center project repository:

1. When you create your project in DevOps Center, let DevOps Center create a 

GitHub repository that uses the Salesforce DX project structure.

2. Use an existing GitHub repository. It must contain an sfdx-project.json file in the 

root directory to identify the repository as a Salesforce DX project.

3. Create a new GitHub repository from the Salesforce template at https://github.

com/forcedotcom/dx-empty. 

Identify Your Environments

Make sure you’ve created all the environments you need for this project’s pipeline. 

Keep the login details for each org handy.
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Open DevOps Center

Find and select DevOps Center from the App Launcher. 

It will open on the Projects page, which will be blank because you haven’t created 

any yet. 

Troubleshooting:

You might get the following error message when trying to open DevOps Center:

“Sorry to Interrupt: An internal server error has occurred.”

Workaround:

 Disable Lightning Web Security.

Here’s how:

1. From Setup, navigate to Session Settings.

2. On the Session Settings page, deselect Use Lightning Web Security for  

Lightning web components. Then click “Save.”

Troubleshooting:

You might get an error pop-up that says:

“We couldn’t find the record you’re trying to access. It may have been deleted  

by another user, or there may have been a system error. Ask your administrator  

for help.”

Workaround:

Copy the URL for DevOps Center and paste it in a new browser tab to open it. 

DevOps Center should launch properly after that.
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Create Your First Project and Connect to GitHub

In DevOps Center, the project is your team’s central workspace where you’ll manage 

the changes you’re making. It encompasses the configurations and changes of the 

variety of elements involved in change management, including:

• A pointer to your source control repository

• The development environments

• The environments for the different pipeline stages, such as integration,  

UAT, and staging

• The release pipeline

• Work items that describe the changes you’ll make

A project must use the Salesforce DX project structure and be integrated with a 

source control repository. 

Here’s how to create your first project and connect to GitHub:

1. From the DevOps Center Projects page, click “New Project.” You’ll be prompted 

to log into GitHub and authorize DevOps Center to make changes on your 

behalf in the project’s repository.  

If your GitHub repository is owned by an organization, the owner must 

specifically provide access via OAuth for you to be able to see it and create  

the project.

2. Click “Connect DevOps Center and GitHub.”
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3. On the Projects page, click on “New Project” again.

4. Enter the name of your project.

5. Use an existing repository, or create a new one. If you use an existing repository, 

enter the URL of the repo you want to use. If you create a new repository, 

DevOps Center generates a name based on the project name. You can change 

the name so long as it doesn’t contain any spaces. 

6. Enter the description of the project.

7. Click “Save.”

Your project is now visible on the Projects page. Under “All Projects,” there’s a list 

view that shows all your projects and the specific phase each one is in.

Troubleshooting:

Issue

Sometimes, it takes the Projects list several minutes to load, and it appears that 

nothing is happening.

Workaround

Wait until the Projects list view loads. Salesforce is working on this issue. (And it’s 

much better than wading through change sets. You can always take advantage of 

the time to do a mindfulness exercise.)

Add Team Members as Repository Collaborators

For your entire team to work together in DevOps Center, all team members who 

create customizations or code for your project need access as collaborators to  

the repository. 

1. Here’s how to add a team member as a collaborator to GitHub:

2. Ask every team member to create a GitHub account and send you their  

GitHub username. People who already have an account can just send you  

their username.

3. In GitHub, update the project repository settings to allow access to invite the 

team members as collaborators. GitHub sends an email invitation to each of the 

team members you add.

4. Make sure everyone accepts their invitation so there aren’t any access 

problems when they start work in DevOps Center.
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Connect Your Sandboxes

Connect to the Final Release Environment

1. On the All Projects page, click “Click to Connect” under Release Environment.

2. Provide a name for the production environment and specify what type of 

environment it is. DevOps Center generates a default name consisting of the 

project name + Release.

3. Click “Log In” and log into the environment. 

4. When you’ve authenticated 

successfully, allow DevOps Center 

to remember your credentials 

using an OAuth process. 

You can now see the release environment URL on the Projects page.
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Add Development Environments

Add all the development environments you created for the project:

1. On the All Projects page, click the hot link under “All Environments.”  

It will say “0 Dev/1 Other.”

2. Go to Settings, then click “Add.”

3. Select “Sandbox/Scratch Org.”

4. Select the checkbox “Used for Development.”

5. Click “Log In.” You’ll be taken to test.salesforce.com to do this. Once you’ve 

successfully authenticated, allow DevOps Center to remember your credentials.

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 to add all your development environments.

When team members are assigned a work item, they can now connect to their 

development environment from within that work item. They’ll have to authenticate 

with their own credentials for the org to authorize use from DevOps Center.

Add the Rest of Your Environments

After determining how many stages you need in your pipeline, you can add the 

remainder of your environments. Salesforce recommends defining all environments 

before you build the pipeline, but you can always add additional ones at this stage if 

you like.

1. From the Settings page, click “Add.”

2. Select the type of environment. Do not check the “Used for Development” box.
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3. Click “Log in.” You’ll be taken to the Salesforce login screen, where you can 

authenticate and allow DevOps Center to remember your credentials.

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for every environment you want to add. 

You’ll now see all your environments listed in Settings.

Build and Activate the Pipeline

Changes move through the pipeline when team members promote work items or 

work item bundles. When the changes are promoted, DevOps Center merges them 

into the next stage branch and deploys them to the next stage org. 

Note that DevOps Center currently only tracks changes made directly for orgs 

that are defined as “For Development” when added to the project. It doesn’t track 

changes to pipeline orgs, even if they’re types of sandboxes that support source 

tracking.

There are two ways to configure your pipeline:

1. Allow team members to promote work items individually through the  

entire pipeline.

2. Allow team members to promote work items individually in the development 

and integration stages of the pipeline. Then let them promote them as a work 

item bundle in later stages. 

There are several reasons to use bundling:

• It increases the chances of finding conflicts with different team members’ 
changes as early as possible.

• It enhances UAT and QA efficiency when testing for regressions.

• It keeps all related changes together so you don’t forget to include something 
and can ensure accuracy.

• It reduces the time from early stages to production.
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In contrast, non-bundled changes that you promote one by one also need to be 

tested one by one, either in your production org with active use or with QA, UAT, or 

staging environments.

Build Your Pipeline

Your development orgs and final release environment constitute a basic pipeline. 

However, it’s best practice to add several testing stages before deploying changes 

to production. There are three ways to build your pipeline:

1. You can use the DevOps Center template.

2. You can add more stages.

3. You can build your own pipeline from scratch.

Here’s how to build your pipeline:

1. From the project page, click “Click to Create Pipeline.” Or from within the project, 

click “Pipeline.”

2. Understand how to specify the branch for each pipeline stage. DevOps Center 

can create a branch for you, or you can use an existing one. If you use an 

existing branch, note that you must source the branch from the next stage 

branch working from right to left.  For example, if your release environment’s 

branch is called “main,” you must create the branch for staging, the environment 

to the left of it, from main.

3. Complete your pipeline configuration:

a.   Using the template: The final release environment is the default branch in the 

source control repository or main in GitHub. Go to the Pipeline page and start 

with the Staging phase. Select the environment you created for this stage. 

Specify the branch associated with this stage. Indicate which stage is the 

bundling stage if you’re going to be using work item bundles. In the template, 

this is the UAT stage. Repeat this process for the rest of the stages.
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b.   Building your own pipeline: Simply modify the template to build your 

own pipeline. In the Stage dropdown menu, you can remove a stage or 

move stages left or right. You can also change the stage name. Select the 

environment associated with the last stage before your final release stage. 

Specify the relevant branch. Repeat this process for the rest of the stages. If 

applicable, specify which stage is the bundling stage.

You can create a pipeline without a bundling stage if you want to promote 
work items individually throughout the entire pipeline. However, Salesforce 
doesn’t recommend this, as it puts you at risk of not testing everything with a 
similar behavior as in your production org.

Activate the Pipeline

You need to activate the pipeline before your team can use it. Note that while you 

can edit inactive pipelines, you can’t deactivate a pipeline after using it to promote 

any changes.

You can tell that your pipeline is ready to activate when the status in the top right 

of the page states “Ready to Activate.” If the status reads “Not Ready,” there are 

validation errors. Click on the link to see the errors and how to resolve them. 

When you’ve resolved any validation errors, click “Activate.” Your pipeline is now 

ready for use. 

Create and Assign Project Work Items

When your team members log into DevOps Center for the first time, it’s advisable to 

have project work items already assigned to them. You use the work item to track 

the progress of the changes you need to make to enable a user story, fix a bug, or 

achieve some other objective. Work items help you manage releases by making it 

easier to pinpoint the status and manage the progress of changes.

Here’s how to create a work item:

1. Go to the Projects page and select the name of the project you want to create 

work items for.

2. Go to the Work Items tab and click “New Work Item.”

3. Define the objective of the work item in the Subject field.

4. You can use the Description field to provide additional information. DevOps 

Center uses the first 255 characters of the description to identify changes for 

the work item in the repository.
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5. Assign the work item to a team member. This step is optional.

Troubleshooting:

If you can’t access the picklist when creating a work item, connect a Developer, 

Developer Pro, or scratch org to DevOps Center and try again.
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Part VI: Start Work on Your First 
DevOps Center Project 
With the repository, environments, pipeline, and first project work items all set 

up, your team can start work on your first project. Make sure that everyone has 

accepted the email invitation from GitHub to collaborate. They can also log into the 

GitHub repository and accept the invite.

Open and Start a Project Work Item

When you log into DevOps Center, you might see one or more work items assigned 

to you. A work item lets your team track the progress of changes made to fix a bug, 

create a feature, or enable a user story. When you manage releases through work 

items, it’s easier to track the overall release and identify potential issues.

1. Go to the Projects page and select the project you’re working on.

2. This will take you to the Work Items page for this specific project. Your manager 

may have created work items already, in which case they’ll be listed here. You 

and the rest of the team can also create work items.

3. Click the ID to the left of the work item subject. If you’re already logged into 

GitHub, DevOps Center opens the work item. If you’re not logged into Github, 

log in, authorize access to DevOps Center, and click “Connect to GitHub.” 

DevOps Center takes you to the work item. Click the ID to open it.

4. Connect to the development environment you want to use for the work item. 

This can be a Developer Pro, Developer, or scratch org with source tracking 

enabled. You can check that you’re connecting to the right org by going to 

Settings in DevOps Center to see the URL and nickname of each org.

5. When the work item opens, you’ll see a progress bar with the various stages 

at the top of the page. You’re currently in the New stage because you haven’t 

made any changes. 

6. To see the description of the work item or assign it to yourself, click the  

Details tab.
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7. Go back to the Changes tab and select the development environment to use 

for this work item. Click “Connect.” The work item now moves to the In Progress 

stage. At the same time, a branch is automatically created in GitHub to manage 

the changes for this work item.

8. You’ll see the name of the org with a link. Click the link to open the environment 

and start making changes. 

Troubleshooting:

When connecting to GitHub, you might get the following error message:

“The request was invalid. Resource protected by organization SAML enforcement.”

• Cause: GitHub repos owned by an organization aren’t visible in DevOps Center 
until the organization account owner provides access.

• Action: Request access from the organization account owner. Once access is 
granted, try to connect to GitHub again.

Troubleshooting:

When connecting to GitHub through DevOps Center, you might get the following 

error message:

“The request was invalid. URL does not reference a valid SFDX project. ProjectUrl.”

• Cause: A project repository must contain a Salesforce DX project to work with 
DevOps Center. The easiest way to create a repository is to use a template 
Salesforce provides in GitHub to create your project repository.

• Action: Log into GitHub and use the provided repository template at github.com/
forcedotcom/dx-empty to create your project repository. 

How to Manage Work Items in DevOps Center

In DevOps Center, you use work items to track the progress of changes you create 

to achieve a specific objective or task. When you manage releases through work 

items, it’s easier to track the progress of the release and pinpoint potential issues. 

A work item contains information about a task while you’re working on it. After 

you’ve completed, tested, and deployed the changes that a work item tracks, the 

work item is a record you can refer to if a question arises about those changes. 

The information in a work item includes:

• ID: This is an automatically generated unique identifier for a work item. It has 
a “WI” prefix, for example WI-12345. The ID helps you distinguish between 
work items; plus, it’s used in the project repository to identify the branch where 
changes for the work item are stored. 

• Subject: A brief description of the task you’re tracking. This is required.

• Description: A more detailed description of the task you’re tracking. If the work 
item is a user story, include a description of how the new functionality would 
benefit users. If it’s a bug, describe the problem you want to solve. 
It’s advisable to include acceptance criteria that identify what the successful 
completion of the work item would look like. That way, you can ensure the 
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person you assign the work item to understands the objectives. Taking the  
time to describe the work requirements helps your team work more efficiently 
and quickly.

• Assigned To: The team member currently responsible for the completion of the 

objective the work item tracks.

Anyone assigned the DevOps Center permission set can create work items and 

assign them to other DevOps Center users. This approach enables anyone who 

finds a bug to report it and anyone who has an idea for an enhancement to suggest 

it to the rest of the team. 

Work Item Statuses

As work items move through the release management cycle, DevOps Center 

automatically updates the work item status to indicate how work is progressing. 

You can review the list of project work items and determine from the statuses how 

much work is left.

The work item statuses are:

• New: This is the initial status of a work item when you create it. The New status 
doesn’t have to mean that no work has occurred for the work item. You might 
have been laying the groundwork by planning, sizing, and scheduling. When it’s 
time to start building customizations, you select an environment. This moves the 
work item to In Progress and allows you to launch the environment directly from 
the work item.

• In Progress: Work that the person assigned to the work items is actively 
performing in the development environment. When the work item is in this 
status, another team member can’t assign it to themself or start working on it. 
DevOps Center creates a branch directory for it in the project repository.
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• In Review: Work that’s ready for your team members’ review. When you click 
“Create Review,” the work item is moved to the In Review status and a change 
request is created automatically in GitHub.

• Ready to promote: The work item has been reviewed and approved, and it’s 
ready to be promoted. GitHub determined that there are no merge conflicts and 
that all mergeability rules are met.

• Promoted: This work item has been promoted to a pipeline stage. When it’s 

promoted to the last pipeline stage, it’s Closed.

• Closed: Work that’s complete, reviewed, fully tested and verified, and promoted 
through the entire pipeline.

How to Create Work Items in DevOps Center

Work items are organized by project and belong to the project where you  

created them.

1. From the Projects page, click the name of the project for which you’re creating 
work items to open that project.

2. Click “New Work Item.”

3. Enter a descriptive subject.

4. Use the Description field to provide information about the scope of work, 
acceptance criteria, and so on.

5. (Optional) Assign the work item to a team member.

6. Click “Save.” The work item is now visible in the Work Items tab.

7. Repeat this procedure as needed to assign and track project work. All DevOps 
Center users can create additional work items as the project progresses.
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How to Edit Work Item Details

You have to keep work items up to date to provide full value to the team. For 

instance, if you want to start work on an unassigned work item, assign it to yourself 

so the rest of the team knows you’re working on it. Or if you identify new acceptance 

criteria, edit the work item description to make sure the assigned team member is 

aware of the change.

Here’s how to edit work item details in DevOps Center:

1. From the Projects page, click the name of the work item’s project. This opens 

the Work Items tab, where you can see all the current work items.

2. Locate the work item you want to edit and click its ID to open it. Work items 

open in the Changes tab.

3. Edit the fields as needed. 

a.   In the Changes tab, you can choose a different development environment 

so long as you haven’t committed any changes for the work item from the 

current development environment.

b.   Switch to the Details tab to edit the Subject, Description, or Assigned  

to fields.

View Changes Made in a Development Environment

In the Changes tab, you can see the changes you made in your org. As you make 

changes, the source tracking feature keeps track of the component files you’ve 

changed, added, or deleted. 

When you’ve made and tested your changes, you review them in the Changes tab.

Here, you can see how many files are available to pull, i.e. new changes from the 

development environment. 
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You can also see how many changes have been pulled but not yet committed to the 

branch in the source control repository.

Note, however, that you don’t have easy access to knowing what changes have 

already been committed without reviewing the Activity History or going to the 

branch directly.

Pull Changes From the Development Environment

In this step, you pull the changes from the org so you can see them before 

committing them to GitHub for review.

Click “Pull Changes.” The source tracking feature in your org generates a list of the 

changed, added, and removed component files. You can see which user did what 

and when.

There may also be a link to some ignored files. Click on the link to see the list of 

ignored files, which are referenced in the project’s .forceignore file. You can include 

this file  in the SFDX project that underlies the DevOps Center project. If you add file 

names to this file, it prevents them from being retrieved or deployed to the target org.

Select the checkboxes next to the changes you want to commit to the repository. 

You can sort the list by clicking the headings. If there’s a file you don’t want to 

commit, don’t select its checkbox. 
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Note that when you don’t include files, they’re not included in the commit but they 

still exist in your development org. Any changes you pull but don’t commit are still 

listed as pulled in all work items using this org.

Troubleshooting:

You might get the following error message during pull:

“There was an error. Please reload the page or contact your system administrator if 

the problem persists.”

Issue

You’re most likely using a sandbox without source tracking enabled. Refer to Part IV.

Workaround

If your sandbox doesn’t have source tracking enabled, follow the steps in Track 

Changes Between Your Project and Org in the Salesforce DX Developer Guide. 

Then refresh the sandbox.

Commit Metadata Components Manually

DevOps Center tracks changes for you so you can concentrate on your 

development tasks. Nonetheless, you might want to add metadata in addition to 

what DevOps Center automatically pulled for you. DevOps Center provides the 

flexibility to select and commit additional metadata source files on top of the ones it 

marked as changed. 

But when would you want to commit a metadata change manually in DevOps 

Center? Example use cases include:

• You have files that were changed before source tracking was enabled in the org 
and you want to commit them.

• Source tracking fails to determine that a file has changed.

• Let’s say you’re working in a shared development environment and someone 
else has already committed a file you also want to commit. The file won’t appear 
in the list if it hasn’t been changed since the team member committed it, so 

you’ll have to select it manually.

If you manually add metadata that’s already in the Changes list, the type of 

Operation will reflect the original Operation type.

Here’s how to manually commit metadata changes in DevOps Center:

1. On the Changes tab, click “Add Components Manually.”

2. Select a component type from the list.
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3.  (Optional) Narrow the results by selecting who last modified the component or 

by entering alphanumeric characters in the file name field.

4. Select the components you want to add.

5. Click “Add.” Now the component(s) appear in the Changes list with Manual as 

the Operation type.

Troubleshooting:

Issue

If you’re a developer making a change on the work item branch in GitHub, it takes a 

while for the changes to sync to DevOps Center. This delay might cause you to think 

that the feature is too slow or not working.

Workaround

The delay is due to possible latency with DevOps Center receiving the events from 

GitHub. Salesforce is looking into solutions for this issue for an upcoming release.

In the Changes tab, you can see which changes were committed via an automated 

process and which ones were committed manually.
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Deleting Metadata

Let’s say you delete an object from your sandbox. When you go back to DevOps 

Center and pull changes, you’ll see the object as a Remove change type. You can 

select the component to commit. When you click “Commit,” DevOps Center will 

delete the object from your later stage environments. 

How to Commit Changes to GitHub

When you’re happy with the contents of the change request, it’s time to commit the 

changes to GitHub (or whatever project repository you’re using). When you commit 

changes, you store them in the project repository branch that was created in GitHub 

when you moved the work item to the In Progress stage. 

Because the branch is named after the work item, you can easily tell where the 

changes came from. Let’s say you have a work item named WI-12345. Then the 

branch would look like this:

https://github.com/<account>/<repo-name>/tree/WI-12345

To commit changes to the project repository in DevOps Center:

1. Go to the Changes tab and verify you selected all the changes you want to 

commit.

2. Add a comment about the commit that specifies what’s unique about the 

changes. This makes it easier to identify a commit than when you only have the 

timestamp to refer to. Note that a work item can have multiple commits. After 

committing these changes, you can continue to make more changes for the 

same work item in your org and commit them.

3. Click “Commit Changes.” Now the changes are committed to the work item’s 

branch. DevOps Center also resets the source tracking for these components 

in your development environment. This ensures that changes you already 

committed don’t keep showing up when you pull changes.

4. (Optional step) Click the Source Control Branch URL to see the branch in GitHub. 

You’ll see the Code page for the branch, and you can examine the changes you 

just committed in GitHub.
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Go to the work item’s Activity History to see the committed changes for a work item.

How to Cancel a Change in DevOps Center: Change Work Item  

Status to Never

There may be times when you need to eliminate a change in DevOps Center. For 

example, perhaps a change conflicts with another one, or maybe your plans change. 

In cases like these, the best course of action is to change the work item’s status to 

Never. 

You can only change a work item’s status to Never if it hasn’t been promoted into a 

pipeline stage. Moreover, changing a work item’s status to Never is irreversible. 

When you change a work item’s status to Never, the committed component files are 

returned to the list of available changes and the work item becomes inactive. You 

can now recommit any of the component files to a different work item.

How to change a work item’s status to Never:

1. From the work item menu, select “Change Work Item Status to Never.”

2. Click “Confirm.”
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Troubleshooting:

Issue

You need to deploy changes from one Developer Edition org to another  

Developer Edition org, but you can’t see the connected orgs in the dropdown in the 

Changes tab.

Workaround

You’re unable to see the environments because they don’t have the Source Tracking 

feature enabled. This feature is limited to scratch orgs and Developer sandboxes. 

When setting up your environments, use these types of orgs. Be sure to tick the 

checkbox in the Add Environment UI to indicate that these are development 

environments and have source tracking enabled.

Sync Your Development Org

One of the most powerful features of DevOps Center is that it allows you to 

effortlessly keep your dev environment in sync with the source control repository. 

That means you’re never working on something a team member already changed 

and pushed to production. You’re always developing against the latest integrated 

source of truth. 

At the same time, it ensures your changes are compatible with other changes in the 

pipeline and identifies possible conflicts in the pipeline.

DevOps Center tracks the discrepancies between each development environment 

and the first integrated stage of the pipeline. If your development environment is 

connected to a work item, DevOps Center notifies you if it’s not up to date. You’re 

then given the option to sync it before starting new work so you don’t start work on 

something that may already be out of date. You can also sync your environment with 

the source control repository at any time.

In the Environments tab, you can see whether each development environment 

is in sync or not, see any discrepancies, and sync if you so choose. The syncing 

process runs a deployment of the changes from the first pipeline stage branch to the 

development org. That’s why DevOps Center presents deployment options when 

the syncing process has started.

You can sync a development environment if it doesn’t contain any work items that 

are In Progress:

1. From Pipeline, open the Environments tab. If an org is out of sync, it will state 

“Not in sync.”

2. (Optional) Click “What’s Different?” to see the differences between your org and 

the next pipeline stage’s branch.

3. Click “Sync.”

4. Select the syncing options: 

a.  All: Sync all metadata from the next stage’s branch to the dev environment. 

b.   Changes not in dev environment: Sync only the changed metadata from the 

next stage’s branch to your dev environment.
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5. Click “Start Sync.”

Sync Sandboxes in Parallel Pipelines

DevOps Center works well when you need to promote metadata changes to your 

GitHub repository and then to a single environment in the first integrated stage of 

the pipeline. 

However, you might need to push completed work to multiple environments you’re 

using in different work streams. 

For example, let’s say you have eight sandboxes in your development strategy, and 

you recently released metadata changes from Sandbox 3 to production. But you 

also need the changes in Sandbox 5, but you can’t refresh it yet due to  

parallel development.

Using an automated tool like Prodly DevOps with an org comparison feature, you 

can sync the new changes from production to Sandbox 5 via a comparison view 

without needing a refresh.
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Are You Sharing a Development Org?

Salesforce recommends that every developer has their own development 

environment. What follows are some considerations if you’re sharing a  

development environment.

In DevOps Center, changes are associated with the development environment 

within a project. A single development environment can be connected to multiple 

work items.

When you pull changes, the changed components are displayed in the changes list. 

However, no files have actually been retrieved from the development environment 

yet. DevOps Center only retrieves the file from the development environment when 

you commit it.

Once you’ve committed a component, it no longer appears in the changes list for 

any work item that’s connected to that environment until the component is changed 

again in that same environment. 

When multiple developers are using one development environment within the same 

project, actions by one developer can have ramifications for the other. For instance:

• Let’s say two developers are making changes to the same component. 
When one developer commits the component, it no longer shows up in the 
other developer’s change list until the component is changed again in the 
environment and pulled again. Due to this disconnect, there’s a high risk you 
could miss committing all the necessary files for a work item and it won’t work 
correctly in the next pipeline stage.

• If someone else made a change to a component since you pulled it, the 
committed file is included with the most recent changes. That means the file you 
commit might be different from what you expect.

• When you pull changes, you see all the file changes that have been made by 
anyone who’s making changes in the development environment since the files’ 
last commit.

• If multiple developers are making changes in a shared development 
environment, the Last Modified By column in the changes list indicates who 
made the last change. So if you’re using that field to identify changes you’ve 
made, you could miss some changes if someone else has modified the 

component more recently than you.

Share Your Changes for Team Review

When you’ve committed changes for an In Progress work item and are ready for 

your team members to review them, create a Review. This opens a change request, 

which is called a pull request in GitHub.
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In GitHub, you use a pull request to get your proposed changes reviewed and 

approved before they’re merged with the rest of the code. The pull request pulls 

your changes from the work item branch so they can be merged into the next 

branch in your pipeline. 

Before that happens, your team members need to review the work item changes. 

The pull request presentation format makes reviews and online discussion easier 

because it highlights differences between the work item branch and the main branch. 

Review Changes in GitHub

1. From the work item, click “Create Review.” This moves the work item to In 

Review. DevOps Center creates a change request and automatically opens a 

pull request for the changes in your work item branch while moving the work 

item to In Review.

2. (Optional) Click “View Change Request” to open a browser tab that shows the 

pull request in the source control repository where reviewers can see the file 

changes. In GitHub, you can identify that the change request was created by 

DevOps Center by the subject line and auto-generated comment.
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3. Your team members can add comments and discuss the changes in the source 

control pull request.

4. Go back to DevOps Center. What you do next depends on whether or not you 

merged the pull request in GitHub. 

a.   If you didn’t merge the pull request, indicate that the work item is ready to 

promote.

b.   If you merged the pull request, the work item status is updated to Ready to 

Promote. 

c.  The next step is to complete the promotion.

Indicate That Work Items Are Ready to Promote

After reviewing the work item, a team member approves the work item so it’s ready 

to promote. Note that you can’t promote work items through the pipeline until they’re 

in the Ready to Promote status.

If the item is in Ready to Promote status but is not ready to be promoted, you can 

click the toggle at any time before deploying the item to change the status back to 

In Review. 

If you merged the pull request in GitHub, the work item is automatically moved 

into the Ready to Promote status and can’t be changed back to In Review status. 

Because the change is now in the next stage’s branch, your only option is to 

complete the promotion.

Promote Work Items Through Your Pipeline

You promote changes through the release pipeline, which defines the sequence of 

stages that work items progress through during the release lifecycle. You can have 

any number of pipeline stages, depending on what your project manager chose 

when configuring the project in DevOps Center.

Every pipeline stage corresponds to an environment and a branch in the source 

control repository. Depending on how your pipeline is configured, changes move 

through the pipeline when individual work items or a grouped set of work items 

(work item bundle) are promoted. 

Upon promotion, changes are merged from the current stage branch to the next 

stage branch and are then deployed to the next stage org.

At a minimum, Salesforce recommends that a pipeline has a test stage and a 

production. However, it’s common to have two or three test stages, for example 

integration, UAT, and staging.
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Your project leader can configure the pipeline in one of two ways:

• You can move work items individually through the entire pipeline.

• You can move work items individually in the early stages of the pipeline and 
as a bundle in later stages. The point in the pipeline where you transition from 
the more flexible and individually-selectable work item promotion to the more 

predictable, stable, versioned promotion is called the bundling stage. 

When changes are promoted from the bundling stage to the next stage, all work 

items that haven’t yet been promoted are included in the versioned work item 

bundle and promoted as a unit. This versioned work item bundle continues to be 

promoted as a consistent unit through subsequent stages when you perform a 

promotion.

Your pipeline configuration depends on how many stages allow you to promote 

individual work items. Stages that allow for individual work item promotion have the 

Promote Selected button at the top. 

Stages that allow for versioned bundle promotion have the Promote Work Item 

Bundle(s) button at the top. 
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The bundling stage, where the versioned bundle is created, has the Promote as 

Work Item Bundle button at the top.

GitHub Mergeability

Promotions can be blocked if there’s a conflict or if a GitHub mergeability rule  

isn’t met. 

You can only mark work items as Ready to Promote when GitHub considers the 

changes mergeable. GitHub determines mergeability based on merge conflicts 

or custom mergeability rules. If a merge conflict is detected, the changes can’t be 

promoted until it’s resolved.

If your project manager has defined custom mergability rules and they haven’t been 

met, the changes can’t be promoted until they meet the rules.

Promotion Options

When you promote work items or sync your development environment, you can 

choose whether to deploy all the changes in the target stage’s branch or only the 

items that changed.

• All metadata in the <stage name>’s branch: Promote all metadata in the current 
stage’s branch to the next stage’s branch.

• Changes not in the <stage name>’s branch: Promote only the metadata that’s 
changed to the next stages branch. 

Troubleshooting

Issue

You’ve promoted changes to your QA or staging environment but you realize 

that you want or need to make additional changes before you can release these 

changes to your users. For example, you need to add more tests or you missed an 

important requirement.

Note: The workaround assumes you haven’t made any changes directly in a 

downstream pipeline stage branch or pipeline environment. If you have, you’ll need 

to manually recreate those changes in a development environment or sync the 

environment using a tool like Prodly.
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Workaround

1. First, how many developers (and development environments) are involved?

•  If there’s only one developer (and development environment) involved in 
these changes, and all the files and metadata exist in that development 
environment, skip to the next step.

•  If multiple developers (and development environments) are involved, all the 
changes can be found in the first pipeline stage’s branch, such as integration. 
Sync your development environments so that they have all the changes in the 
first stage’s branch.

2. Open one or more new work items.

3. Make the required changes.

4. Promote those changes through the pipeline.

Apex Test Options

When you promote work items through the pipeline, decide which Apex tests to run 

based on pipeline stage and the environments you’re deploying changes to. You 

do this at the promotion step. Note that it can vary by stage, and it’s entirely at the 

discretion of the promoting user.

• Default: In scratch orgs and sandboxes, no tests are run. In production, all local 
tests are run if your changes contain Apex classes or triggers. This does not 
include tests installed in managed packages.

• Run local tests: All local tests are run except tests included in installed packages.

• Run all tests: All tests in your organization are run, including tests from installed 
packages.

• Run specified tests: Only the tests you specify are run. Provide the names of 
test classes in a comma-separated list without spaces between the entries, for 
example: createTestRecords,TestDataFactory,TestDeleteData
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Troubleshooting:

Issue

When promoting changes to production, you select Default (no tests are run) as the 

Apex test option. You see this error:

INVALID_OPERATION: testLevel of NoTestRun cannot be used in production 

organizations

Workaround

Select “Run Local Tests” instead.

How to Promote Individual Work Items

1. Click “Pipeline.”

2. Under Approved Work Items, select the work items you want to promote to the 
next stage.

3. Click “Promote Selected.” 

4. If you haven’t logged into this stage’s environment before, click “Connect” to do 
so and repeat steps 2-3.

5. In the Promotion Options dialog, select a promotion option and which Apex 
tests to run.

6. Click “Promote.” The work items you selected are merged and deployed to the 

next stage’s environment.

How to Promote as Work Item Bundle

During pipeline configuration, your project leader can define a specific stage as the 

bundling stage. As a result, you can’t select individual work items for promotion in 

this stage. Instead, you have to create a work item bundle. All unpromoted work 

items in this stage become part of the bundle.

1. In the bundling stage of the Pipeline view, click “Promote as Work Item Bundle.”

2. If you haven’t connected to this stage before, click “Connect” to log into the 
environment and repeat step 1.

3. In the Promotion Options dialog, enter a unique version identifier. Give the 
version an alphanumeric name of your choice.

4. Select the Apex tests you want to run.

5. Click “Promote.” The work item bundle is created with the version you specified. 
Then it’s merged and deployed to the environment associated with the  

next stage.

How to Promote Work Item Bundles

When you promote work item bundles, all unpromoted versioned bundles are 

promoted together to the next stage. The unpromoted work item bundles and 

corresponding work items are listed here. 

1. In a versioned stage in the pipeline view, click “Promote Work Item Bundles.”

2. If you haven’t connected to this stage before, click “Connect” to log into the 
environment and repeat step 1.
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3. Select a promotion option and which Apex tests you want to run.

4. Click “Promote.” Each versioned work item bundle is merged and deployed to 
the environment associated with the next stage. Note that while only the latest 
work item bundle is displayed, all earlier work item bundles are also present in 
the stage.

How to Promote Changes Merged Outside of DevOps Center

If you merge the pull request in GitHub, the changes are in a partially promoted 

state. They’ve been merged, but not yet deployed.

You need to complete the promotion in DevOps Center to deploy the changes to 

the environment.

To keep everything in sync, you must finish the promotion before you can promote 

any other changes to or from the stage. This is true whether you merged changes 

for a work item or changes in a downstream pipeline branch.

In the example above, you merged changes for a work item outside of DevOps 

Center. Now you can’t move the work item back to In Progress. You must complete 

the promotion to bring the integration stage environment in sync with the integration 

stage branch in the repository.

Here’s how to promote changes merged outside of DevOps Center:

1. Click “Pipeline.” You’ll see a warning that the environment is out of sync and that 
you must deploy the changes before anyone can promote more changes from 
this stage. 

2. Click “Complete Promotion.”

View Promotion Status

When DevOps Center completes a promotion, you see a success banner or a failure 

banner with more details. 
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There are several ways you can validate the promotion or dig into errors.

From the pipeline stage dropdown menu:

• Open Environment: Opens the environment so you can validate changes.

• View Branch in Source Control: Opens the branch in source control so you can 
view the files in this branch.

• View Last Commit in Source Control: Opens a list of commits in source control 

so you can see what has changed between two branches.

From the work item:

• View Change Request from the work item dropdown menu: Opens the pull 
request in source control so you can view the changes and troubleshoot any 
merge conflicts.

• View details: Opens the Activity History for a failed promotion. Here, you can 

view more information.

From the Activity History tab: 

• View the promotion details, including work items, that were part of the promotion.

• View whether the promotion succeeded or failed, failure details, and the date 
and time of completion.

View Promotion Status for More Information

If the deployment error doesn’t provide sufficient information, check the Deployment 

Status in the org for more details. Here’s how:

• Click “Open Environment” in the stage dropdown menu.

• From Setup, enter “Deployment Status” in the Quick Find Box.

• Select “Deployment Status.”

• From the list of Succeeded or Failed deployments, click “View Details.”
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• View and verify the actual changes in the org.

A Hybrid or Fusion Workflow

DevOps Center provides a greatly improved UI interface for change and release 

management in Salesforce. However, some developers may prefer to work outside 

of this interface and instead work directly in the CLI, VS code, or another IDE.

One of the key value propositions of DevOps Center is the ability for teams 

consisting of both low-code and pro-code developers to work together 

collaboratively using the tool of their choice. 

Let’s say you have a low-code developer and a pro-code developer both working 

on the same project. They are each assigned their own work item, and the changes 

they make will eventually come together. 

The declarative developer will go through the process we’ve described above. 

They make their changes in a sandbox that’s connected to DevOps Center, pull the 

changes, and commit them.

The pro-code developer might prefer to use tools outside of DevOps Center. They 

also start work with a work item, but they have the option to not connect it to a 

development environment in DevOps Center and instead do their work outside of 

DevOps Center.

A feature branch for the work item is still created for them, and this is the branch 

they’ll work against. Alternatively, they could create the feature branch themself 

outside of DevOps Center, ensuring its name matches the name of the work item.

After creating the code in the tool of their choice, the developer then pushes it to a 

connected org and tests functionality using a test class they created. 

When they’re ready, they add the files to the feature branch and push to the  

remote repository.

In DevOps Center, the developer can now see that an external commit has occurred 

and review the committed files.

They can now review the changes in DevOps Center or in the tool they used to 

write the code. 
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In Github, they can create a pull request between this feature branch and the next 

stage branch in the pipeline. 

Back in DevOps Center, they can see that the work item has automatically been 

moved to In Review. They can review the details here.

If the developer wants to, they can merge the pull request directly in GitHub.

Back in DevOps Center, they can see that the pull request has been merged 

externally. Note that this leaves the next stage’s branch and org out of sync. They 

now have to deploy the changes in DevOps Center to complete the promotion. 

From this point, they can continue to promote the changes through the pipeline as 

desired. 

Conflict Detection and Resolution

Conflicts can occur when you’re working with development environments and 

moving changes between different pipeline stages. 

You can minimize the number of issues you have to deal with by using a tool like 

Prodly Sandbox Management, which lets you sync any environment at any stage of 

the pipeline. Because you don’t have to rely on DevOps Center’s source control for 

syncing, you can keep all of your environments in sync at all times.

Conflicts can take different forms, and DevOps Center provides tools to help you 

identify potential conflicts early and resolve them. 

Here are some of the common types of conflicts you might encounter. 

Multiple Work Items That Modify the Same Metadata Component(s)

You might have multiple work items that modify the same source file, especially 

when multiple developers are touching the same components in their own 

respective development environments. In this case, the changes can conflict when 

they’re merged into the first integrated pipeline stage. They can even overwrite 

each other. 

DevOps Center warns you about the possibility of conflict when you promote 

multiple work items that contain the same source file. You then have three choices:

• Continue with the promotion.

• Cancel the promotion so you can further analyze the potential conflict.

• Promote the work items one by one.

Unresolvable Merge Conflict in Two Branches

When you promote a work item from one stage to the next, the components in the 

work item are merged as individual files from the first stage’s source control branch 

to the next stage’s source control branch. The source control system determines 

whether or not the changes are mergeable before you try to promote them. If 

GitHub detects a conflict, it blocks the promotion.

To see more information about the merge conflict, refer to the error dialog in the 

Activity History. You can view additional details of the conflict in the pull request in 

the source control system. 
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You can resolve the conflict manually directly in the source control system and then 

try promoting the changes in DevOps Center again.

Your Component Version Is Different From Merged Component

When you have a stage that contains multiple work items with the same component, 

the stage contains a merged version of the component. 

Now, let’s say you decide to promote only one of the work items to the next stage. 

It’s possible that the version of the component you promote is different from the 

merged component that was tested. DevOps Center warns you when this  

situation occurs.

Salesforce recommends that you promote all work items that contain the same 

component together. That way, the next stage contains the same merged version of 

the component as what was tested in the previous stage.

Resolve Merge Conflicts in GitHub

You might encounter a merge conflict when multiple work items contain one or 

more of the same components. This is especially true when multiple developers are 

making changes that impact the same components in different environments.

DevOps Center warns you about potential merge conflicts so you can drill down and 

ensure you don’t inadvertently overwrite someone else’s changes.

For example, let’s say that you and another developer are both adding new fields to 

the same standard object. This causes potential merge conflicts in the page layouts. 

Before you proceed, review the information about the potential conflict to determine 

what to do next. You can:

• Continue with Promotion: Choose this option if you feel confident the changes 
won’t overwrite each other based on the conflict description.

• Cancel the Promotion: Choose this option if you’re not sure whether the 
changes will overwrite each other. You can also choose it if you want to review 
the pull request for the work item, which indicates whether GitHub has detected 
merge conflicts. 

After you complete your review, either resolve the merge conflicts in GitHub, sync 

the changes in the development environments, or continue with the promotion. Of 

course, promotion could fail if you didn’t properly resolve the merge conflict.

If the Promotion Fails

There are several options if the promotion fails:

• Promote each work item individually.

• If you successfully promote all individual work items to the next stage, your 
work is done.

• If some of the work items fail to be promoted, review the change request 
in GitHub. This allows you to resolve the merge conflicts manually in the 
branch in the source control system.

• Sync the development environments. Alternatively, you can resolve the conflicts 
directly in the development environments. Then try the promotion again.
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Review and Address Conflicts in GitHub

Let’s say you’ve tried to evaluate and mitigate any potential merge conflicts, but the 

promotion for the work item is still failing. You can manually edit the files to resolve 

the conflict directly in GitHub.

1. From the work item dropdown (on the stage or work item you’re promoting 

from), select View Change Request to go into GitHub to view the pull request 

and see the merge conflicts. Repeat these steps for all work items where the 

promotion failed.

2. In GitHub, click “Resolve Conflicts.” 

GitHub shows you how many conflicts it detected and in which file(s). If GitHub 

detects more than one conflict in a file, you can use the Prev and Next links to 

address each conflict one-by-one.

The format of the conflict as shown in GitHub is:

<<<<<<<<<< <branch 1 name> 

<code in branch 1> 

========== 

<code in branch 2> 

>>>>>>>>>> <branch 2 name>

The Metadata API Developer Guide provides the schema for each metadata 

type to assist you with editing the files directly. 

3. When you’ve finished editing the files, click “Mark as Resolved.”

4. Continue until you resolve all conflicts in the listed files.

5. Click “Commit Merge.” GitHub will save your changes in the work item branch. 

The conflicts are now resolved. 

6. Return to DevOps Center to promote the work item, which merges the branch 

with the next stage’s branch.

7. In DevOps Center, promote the work items again.

Note: After you resolve conflicts, your development environments are out of  

sync with downstream pipeline environments. Make sure to sync them before 

moving forward.

How to Uninstall DevOps Center

If needed, you can uninstall DevOps Center. Note that uninstalling DevOps Center 

also removes all associated data including, but not limited to work items, pipeline 

configuration, and activity history. 

This could have consequences in terms of compliance, such as SOX compliance 

in the United States. Before you uninstall DevOps Center, understand what change 

activity history your company requires, and make a plan for saving it. 

If there’s data you want to keep after uninstalling DevOps Center, you have 
to export that data before starting the uninstall process. To keep the data in 
Salesforce, create a custom object with custom fields to house it. You can 
use Prodly’s transformation capabilities to automatically, accurately, and 
quickly remap the DevOps Center data to the new object in Salesforce. 
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It’s critical to follow these tasks in order to properly uninstall the DevOps Center 

package. You’ll need to remove some configuration dependencies before you can 

successfully uninstall the package.

Remove DevOps Center Permission Sets

Begin by removing the following permission set assignments from all DevOps 

Center users:

• DevOps Center

• DevOps Center Manager

• DevOps Center Release Manager

• sf_devops_InitializeEnvironments

• sf_devops_NamedCredentials

You can find more information about removing user assignments from a permission 

set here.

Delete DevOps Center Permission Sets

Next, delete the following two permission sets:

1. From Setup navigate to Permission Sets.

2. Delete these two permission sets:

a.  sf_devops_InitializeEnvironments

b.  sf_devops_NamedCredentials
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How to Uninstall the DevOps Center Package

1. From Setup, navigate to Installed Packages.

2. Click Uninstall. Scroll to the bottom of the page to choose whether to save and 
export a copy of the package’s data.

3. Select “Yes, I want to uninstall this package and permanently delete all 
associated components.”

4. Click “Uninstall.”

Delete DevOps Center Named Credentials

1. From Setup, navigate to Named Credentials.

2. Delete any named credentials associated with DevOps Center environments. 
Look for the format <ID>_<environment-name>_<number>.
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Delete DevOps Center Authorization Providers

• From Setup, navigate to Auth. Providers.

• Delete the DevOps Center authorization providers.

Delete DevOps Center Connected App

1. From Setup, navigate to App Manager.

2. From the drop-down menu for DevOps Center, select “View.”

3. Click “Delete.”

4. Confirm that you want to delete the connected app.
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Part VII: Conclusion
The information in this guide is current for DevOps Center beta as of June 2022. 

Salesforce will likely iron out some wrinkles and add new functionality before 

general availability in Fall 2022. Even more features and integrations are likely to 

come after that. We’ll update the guide from time to time to reflect these changes.

We hope you find this guide helpful on your journey to leveraging Salesforce 

DevOps Center to make your business more agile and profitable. For more 

information on Prodly DevOps to enhance your DevOps practice, request a demo.

https://prodly.co/get-demo
https://prodly.co/get-demo

